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A Systematic Evolution of Ligands by EXponential enrichment
(SELEX) experiment begins in round one with a random pool of
oligonucleotides in equilibrium solution with a target. Over a few
rounds, oligonucleotides having a high affinity for the target are se-
lected. Data from a high throughput SELEX experiment consists of
lists of thousands of oligonucleotides sampled after each round. Thus
far, SELEX experiments have been very good at suggesting the high-
est affinity oligonucleotide but modeling lower affinity recognition
site variants has been difficult. Furthermore, an alignment step has
always been used prior to analyzing SELEX data.

We present a novel model, based on a biochemical parametrization
of SELEX, which allows us to use data from all rounds to estimate
the affinities of the oligonucleotides. Most notably, our model also
aligns the oligonucleotides. We use our model to analyze a SELEX
experiment containing double stranded DNA oligonucleotides and the
transcription factor Bicoid as the target. The results of this SELEX
experiment are used in combination with in vivo DNA binding data
to improve detection of putative recognition sites for Bicoid in the
genome of Drosophila melanogaster.

1. Introduction. Transcription factors are proteins that regulate gene
transcription of DNA by binding to DNA sequence motifs within the genome.
Mapping these DNA recognition sequences, and determining the relationship
between DNA sequence and transcription factor binding affinity, is central
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to understanding the regulation of gene expression. Transcription factors
comprise approximately 8% of the genes encoded in the human genome. A
comprehensive understanding of the behavior of these proteins will aid in our
understanding of key developmental processes including body patterning,
brain development, and tissue specification.

One assay, known as Systematic Evolution of Ligands by EXponential
enrichment (SELEX) measures the affinity of transcription factor binding
to DNA. SELEX was introduced in the 1990’s by (Tuerk & Gold 1990) and
(Ellington & Szostak 1990). It has been used in a number of genomic studies
(e.g. (Kim et al. 2003) and (Freede & Brantl 2004)) and for the purposes
of drug discovery (e.g. (Guo et al. 2008) and (Ng et al. 2006)). In genomic
studies, SELEX has been used to identify the highest affinity recognition
sequences for target proteins.

Analytical methods and algorithms for analyzing SELEX data have been
developed by (Djordjevic & Sengupta 2006), (Djordjevic 2007), and most
recently by (Zhoa et al. 2009). We have developed analytical methods and
algorithms that can be applied to extant SELEX data sets. Like
(Zhoa et al. 2009) our approach also starts with the Djordjevic model but
diverges sharply from (Djordjevic & Sengupta 2006), (Djordjevic 2007), and
(Zhoa et al. 2009) as we shall describe.

The model presented in this paper is the result of a collaboration to ana-
lyze the results of SELEX experiments for many different transcription fac-
tors from the Berkeley Drosophila Transcription Network Project (BDTNP).
It has been validated by comparison with in vivo enrichment in Chromatin
ImmunoPrecipitation on chip (ChIP-chip) experiments. For the application
of this paper we present results from a single transcription factor, Bicoid.
We have chosen to explain the results from Bicoid in detail because it has
been studied extensively in the literature and we have multiple replicates of
both the SELEX experiments and the ChIP-chip experiments.

1.1. The SELEX Assay. A typical SELEX experiment begins in round
one with a solution of random double stranded DNA oligonucleotides and
a target protein. In the application presented in this paper, the oligonu-
cleotides are 16 base pairs long sequences and are flanked by additional
DNA sequences.

The oligonucleiotides react with the transcription factor and eventually a
dynamic equilibrium is reached where the concentrations of bound oligonu-
cleotides, unbound oligonucleotides and unbound target are constant. After
equilibrium is reached, the oligonucleotides are separated from the solu-
tion. Next, polymerase chain reaction (PCR) is performed on the collected
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oligonucleotides. PCR chemically amplifies the quantity of DNA present in a
way that does not significantly change the frequency distribution of oligonu-
cleotides. At this point, a sample is taken for sequencing, and the remaining
oligonucleotides are entered into round two. The main steps for round one
of SELEX are depicted in Figure 1.

Fig 1. The main experimental steps for round one of a SELEX experiment.

Round two of SELEX proceeds exactly as round one, except that the
initial pool of oligonucleotides is the set of bound oligonucleotides from round
one which went through PCR but were not sequenced. Thereafter, the assay
proceeds as before: the oligonucleotides react with the transcription factor
and, after equilibrium is reached, the bound oligonucleotides are selected
and PCR is performed. A sample is taken for sequencing and the remaining
oligonucleotides are entered into round three. These steps are repeated for
as many rounds as the experimenter desires.

We observe the outcome of a SELEX experiment by sequencing the oligonu-
cleotides that are sampled at the end of each round. That is, after performing
the assay, the results are a list of sequenced oligonucleotides (see Figure 2)
and usually meta-data such as, the SELEX round in which each oligonu-
cleotide was sequenced, the concentration of unbound transcription in a
particular round, and/or the temperature at which the experiment was per-
formed.

We are interested in modeling the affinity of oligonucleotides that bind in
a sequence specific manner to the target. Specific binding involves hydrogen
bonding, van der Waals interactions, and other short-range forces. Sequence
independent binding also occurs. This is due in part because oligonucleotides
bind weakly via electrostatic forces, see (von Hipple 2007), and because a
small percent of DNA will non-specifically associate with the bead or non-
DNA binding surfaces of the target. Thus even, oligonucleotides that do not
bind to the target specifically can be present in later rounds.

Our model has three features which separate it from (Zhoa et al. 2009)
and (Djordjevic & Sengupta 2006).
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TCCCATTAATCCCACC 2

GGTGTCGGTTTAAGCG 2

CTGATTAATCCGAGTG 1

TGAGATTCCATACCCT 1

TGTGAGGATATGTTTC 1

TGGGGTTGGATTAAAG 1

GGATTAGGGTTAAGCA 1

GACCCCGGCCTAATCC 1

GGTAATCTCGGGATTA 1

TGGACGGATTACGCGG 1

Fig 2. Example of first 10 sequences (out of 1324 sequences) and their frequencies collected
after the third round of a SELEX experiment for the transcription factor Bicoid.

1. We propose that binding occurs at a unique subsequence of each
oligonucleotide which is not determined in advance.

2. We provide for the possibility of non-specific binding which is unrelated
to the biochemical process.

3. We permit information from all rounds to contribute to our likelihood.

The first modification permits us to align while simultaneously fitting our
model. That is, unlike previous models for SELEX, an alignment step is
not required prior to using our model. The third modification allows us to
use data from all SELEX rounds. Like (Zhoa et al. 2009), we build into our
model the possibility of basing inference on only a sample of sequences in
each round.

1.2. Binding Sites Within Oligonucleotides. Recall the double stranded
DNA in our SELEX experiment contains a random insert of length k sur-
rounded by flanking sequences. We refer to the random component of length
k as an oligeonucleotide S.

One of the primary difficulties in the analysis of SELEX is that the target
protein may bind to an oligonucleotide in one of many possible configura-
tions. Furthermore the binding site of the target is of length l and is typically
less than k. In the application of this paper the oligonucleotides are k = 16
base pairs long, but Bicoid binds to sites that are subsequences of length
l = 10 consecutive basepairs.

We refer to such a subsequence as a binding site b. To illustrate this point,
in Figure 3, we show an oriented double stranded DNA and its seven distinct
binding sites. Each of the k − l + 1 binding sites has at most four possible
sequence names associated to it, by orientation and strandedness. Once the
transcription factor has bound to a binding site, we refer to the bound state
as a binding configuration.
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Fig 3. Possible binding sites in an oligonucleotide of length 16 which has a high affinity
for Bicoid.

It is important that we specify a binding site by a sequence name. For
example, binding site 4 is represented in Figure 3 by TATAATCCGC, but could
also be represented by its reverse complement, GCGGATTATA. Please see Ap-
pendix A.2 for further discussion.

2. The Model. Before presenting our model, we introduce some chem-
istry which will aid in the parameterization of our model. We focus on a
quantity called the change in Gibbs free energy, ∆G, of a reaction. In Sec-
tion 2.1 we explain how ∆G can be estimated from a SELEX experiment.
In Section 2.2 we express our likelihood in terms of ∆G. Finally, in Section
2.3, we present a parametrization of ∆G in terms of the nucleotide sequence
of a binding site.

2.1. Chemical Concepts. The concepts introduced here can be found in
(Atkins 1998). We begin by considering many copies of a single oligonu-
cleotide species S in solution with a transcription factor TF . Furthermore
we assume that S and TF always bind in the same configuration.

When S and TF are entered into solution with one another they will
react to form the product TF : S. We call this the forward reaction. The
product TF : S will also disassociate into S and TF ; we call this the backward

reaction. The following chemical equation,

TF + S ⇀↽ TF : S

represents these reactions. The solution is said to be in dynamic equilibrium

when the forward rate of reaction equals the backward rate of reaction.
A dimensionless physical constant quantifying the dynamic equilibrium is
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the equilibrium constant K. Our interest in K is that it relates directly to
the change in Gibbs free energy, ∆G, for the reaction. The quantity ∆G

quantifies the affinity of S for TF . Hence, in Section 2.2, we parameterize
our SELEX model in terms of ∆G.

Letting R represent the ideal gas constant and T the temperature in
Kelvins, we have

(2.1) K = exp

(
−

∆G

RT

)
.

As we shall see below, K is unidentifiable without meta data.
The forward rate of reaction is proportional to the product of concentra-

tions of the reactants. The forward rate constant, kf , is the proportionality
constant. Hence,

(2.2) Forward rate = kf [S][TF ]

and similarly

(2.3) Backward rate = kb[TF : S].

At equilibrium, equating (2.2) and (2.3) gives the following expression for
the equilibrium constant K.

(2.4) K =
kf

kb

=
[TF : S]

[TF ][S]

We can think of K as an expected value where the ‘concentrations’ are
averages over time and space. In principle, we can use the observable concen-
trations [̂S], ̂[TF ] and ̂[TF : S] to estimate the theoretical physical quantity
K and in turn ∆G (via (2.1)). However, we do not have direct access to
these quantities and instead must make further estimates.

In SELEX, we have multiple oligonucleotide species in solution. We use
Si to represent the ith species that is in solution. At dynamic equilibrium,
the probability of any copy of Si being bound at a particular instant is equal
to the expectation of the fraction of Si that is bound at that instant. We
define this expectation to be t(Si), which we can write in the same spirit as
K as:

(2.5) t(Si) =
[TF : Si]

[TF : Si] + [Si]
.

At this point we make three assumptions concerning specific binding.
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1. All members of the same oligonucleotide type bind at the same subse-
quence. We refer to this subsequence as the binding site.

2. This subsequence is assumed to be of fixed length and independent of
the oligonucleotide type in which it is contained.

3. The binding site for each oligonucleotide type is that subsequence
which has maximum affinity according to the proposed model.

These assumptions correspond to the hypothesis that the ∆G for a bind-
ing site is independent of nucleotide bases surrounding the binding site, that
all members of the same oligonucleotide type bind in exactly the same way,
and that there is no variability in the subsequence chosen as a binding site.
They are implicit in all previous approaches since candidate binding sites
within oligos are found through alignment to a consensus sequence.

Given these assumptions we can use (2.1), (2.4) and (2.5) to write

(2.6) t(Si) =
[TF ] exp(−∆G(Si)

RT
)

1 + [TF ] exp(−∆G(Si)
RT

)
.

where ∆G(Si) ≡ ∆G(b(Si)) and b(Si) maximizes ∆G(b) among all b of the
length l we have specified contained in Si.

2.2. Modeling SELEX. We define tr(Si) to be the conditional probability
that a particular molecule of the species Si is bound at the end of round r

given that it is present at the beginning of round r. Formally,

(2.7) tr(Si) ≡ P [Si bound at the end of r | it is present in r].

Physically, (2.7) is the expectation of the fraction of Si that is bound at
equilibrium in round r. This is precisely the quantity t(Si), as defined in
(2.6). Then,

(2.8) t̂r(Si) =
̂[TF ]r exp(−∆G(Si)

RT
)

1 + ̂[TF ]r exp(−∆G(Si)
RT

)

is an estimate of tr(Si).
We intend to pursue more sophisticated models in which, although only

one b ⊂ S is bound at any moment, our second and third assumptions fail
and a suboptimal site can bind instead of the optimal one. Our formulation
here resembles that of (Zhoa et al. 2009). The thermodynamic formulation
of both models include competitive binding between oligonucleotides Si. An
important difference is that we search all possible binding sites of each Si for
the optimal site. Thus our model takes alignment into account implicitly.
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The structure of tr reveals that the ∆G(b)s are not directly identifiable
without knowledge of [TF ]r. This is because tr is unchanged by rescaling all
the ∆G(b)s and [TF ]r by the same constant. However, with the given data,
we can always estimate

∆∆G(b) = ∆G(b) − ∆G(bo)

where bo is a reference binding site such as a consensus sequence. Of course,
if we have meta data such as [TF ]r we can estimate ∆G(b).

Next we express the distribution of bound sequences in terms of (2.8).
We first assume that each sequence is present in an initial concentration C0

in round zero. We then make the assumption that each PCR step replicates
each molecule of Si Ar times on average in round r. Then, after R rounds
of selection, the concentration of Si in solution is

[Si] = C0

R∏

r=1

Artr(Si).

Dividing the total concentration of Si after round R by the total amount of
all sequences after round R gives an estimate of the frequency distribution
of bound sequences at the end of round R. Formally,

(2.9) PR(Si) = P [Si is sequenced in round R ] =

∏R
r=1 tr(Si)∑

allSj

∏R
r=1 tr(Sj)

.

We note that this description of the SELEX assay fails to account for
any variance generated during amplification by PCR. It also fails to correct
for the case in which zero oligonucleotides of a particular species are bound
in round r. That is, we do not treat SELEX as a birth and death process.
However, the large oligonucleotides counts makes this a reasonable approx-
imation. For instance, in the data we study in Section 3, each species was
present in approximately 65,000 copies in round zero.

It is possible for oligonucleotides to make it though the selection step via a
variety of mechanisms, including non-sequence mediated protein-DNA inter-
action (non-specific binding), DNA-DNA interactions, or DNA-apparatus in-
teractions (experimental error). We account for such sequences in our model,
and refer to the effects that result in their selection collectively as Junk Bind-

ing. If cJ is a constant between 0 and 1, then we can modify our equations
to allow for junk binding as follows:

tr(cJ , Si) = ((1 − cJ)tr(Si) + cJ) .
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Finally, we model the portion of the bound DNA that is taken from the
pool after the PCR step and sequenced as a simple random sample with
replacement. Under this model, if we observe each of the n unique species
Si exactly lir times in round r, r = 1, . . . , R, then, drawing on (2.9), the
likelihood is expressed as

(2.10) L(∆G|l11, . . . , lnR) =
R∏

r=1

(
n∏

i=1

Pr(Si)
lir

)
.

Details of the numerical optimization of (2.10) is discussed in Appendix B.

2.3. Binding Model. The binding model is the relationship between the
actual DNA sequence of a binding site b and the free energy. So far we have
formulated our model in complete generality with respect to the binding
model. The most widely applied model is an additive one. Such a model
assumes that each basepair of DNA makes some contribution to the total
binding affinity independent of all other basepairs in the binding site. Rep-
resenting the nucleotide base pair at position j in b as oj , we write

(2.11) ∆G(b) =
l∑

j=1

∑

t∈{A,C,G,T}

λjtεt(oj)

where

εt(oj) =

{
1 if oj = t

0 otherwise
,

l is the length of the binding site and λjt are parameters to be estimated.
It is important to note that our additive model (2.11) does not corre-

spond to a Position Weight Matrix (PWM). It permits considerable depen-
dence between positions and multiple modes well separated in hamming
distance. The primary reason for this is that we assume that the binding
of an oligonucleotide is determined by a smaller binding site. If we group
the oligonucelotides by the binding sites that give minimal free energy we
see that the distribution of binding probabilities over oligonucleotides is a
mixture of probability distributions each of which could be characterized by
PWM.

A minor reason why we are not dealing with an independence model
even when the oligonucelotide and binding site coincide is that the effects
of single based pair members of binding sites are assumed to add on the log
odds scale, rather than log probabilities.
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3. Application and Model Validation. The Berkeley Drosophila
Transcription Network Project (BDTNP) has generated SELEX and ChIP-
chip data for Bicoid. ChIP-chip data measures the genome wide relative lev-
els of occupancy for a single protein of interest. We used the BDNTP ChIP-
chip data and a simple, non-parametric method to validate and compare our
Bicoid motifs with a motif derived from MEME and several motifs from the
literature (Bailey et al. 2006), (Segal et al. 2006) and (Berman et al. 2004).

The ChIP-chip experiments identified thousands of genomic regions to
which Bicoid binds. This data has been shown to provide a quantitative
measure of relative occupancy. That is, regions can be assigned a score, and
those scores have been shown to be reproducible between biological replicates
(Li et al. 2008) and (MacArthur et al. accepted). From these and other ob-
servations, the authors concluded that the high scoring regions correspond
to those with the highest net occupancy of bound factor.

Because of the complexity of intracellular processes, a binding model alone
does not provide enough information to predict the results of ChIP-chip ex-
periment. For instance, without additional data, we have no way of modeling
the inhibitory affect of chromatin structure. However, we can still use the
identified binding regions to test the validity of our SELEX model and data.

If a binding model is identifying true in-vivo binding sites, then we expect
the number of high affinity sites predicted by our model to be higher near
ChIP-chip peaks. Roughly, we compared the binding models by measuring
the enrichment of identified binding sites as compared to the genomic back-
ground. There were several variables that we controlled for; we explain the
method in detail in Appendix C. We plotted the results of this analysis for
ours and competing motifs in Figure 4.

4. Conclusion. The model presented here attempts to infer a com-
prehensive map of the sequence specific binding affinities between double
stranded DNA and a transcription factor from a SELEX experiment. There
exist a variety of assays, including ChIP-chip, that attempt to measure the
average binding behavior of a protein in a population of cells. However, only
assays like SELEX can provide precise models of protein/DNA interactions
for downstream models of transcriptional control. We conclude with some
observations about SELEX experiments in Section 4.1 and specific comments
about our model in Section 4.2.

4.1. General Comments About SELEX. Two points that caused the most
difficulty in our analysis are the unknown amount of transcription factor
and the alignment. As discussed, not knowing [TF ]r causes an identification
problem in our model. It is important to note that although, we may be
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Fig 4. Enrichment of predicted binding sites for several models at ChIP-chip binding
sites. The legend is as follows: ESBM represents the model discussed in this paper, MEME
represents (Bailey et al. 2006), Segal represents (Segal et al. 2006) and Berman et al. rep-
resents (Berman et al. 2004). The fixed parameters (as described in Appendix C) for the
analysis of the ChIP-chip data are np = 100, ws = 4000, ns = 100, and st = 0.999.
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able to measure the amount of bound TF , it still may not be possible to
estimate the active concentration of unbound TF because we do not neces-
sarily know how much of the TF that was added was well folded. Therefore
from an experimental perspective, measuring [TF ]r can be quite difficult.
We have overcome the identifiability problem caused by not knowing the
[TF ]r by working with ∆∆G instead of ∆G with remarkable success as il-
lustrated by our results in Section 3. Of course, if [TF ]r is known we could
estimate ∆G directly.

The second difficulty has been dealt with by previous authors using a
pre-alingment step prior to estimating the free energy. Our model presents a
novel approach which aligns the sequences while estimating the free energy.
It is possible that the difficulty of alignment may also be addresses exper-
imentally by a serialization of the SELEX assay. An initial SELEX assay
could be conducted with long oligonucleotides. Analysis of this data, under
our model via maximum likelihood, would provide insight into the length of
the binding site of the protein of interest. A second assay could then be per-
formed with oligonucleotides of the length discovered in the first. Many other
variations of the SELEX assay are discussed in (Stoltenburg et al. 2007). We
are also optimistic that our maximum energy binding site model can be ex-
tended to allow multiple binding configurations.

4.2. Optimization of our Model. With regards to the model presented in
this paper, a point not yet discussed is the difficulty of maximizing the likeli-
hood. If the amount of transcription factor is “small” then the denominator
in (2.8) can be approximated by one, the likelihood (2.10) simplifies, and the
optimization between each alignment step can be reformulated as a convex
optimization problem. However, since we avoid making this simplification
the optimization is involved. Please see Appendix B for more discussion.

For k = 16 the number of oligonucleotide types in the initial random pool
is 215 + 415. It is infeasible to to include all oligonucleotide types in the
denominator of (2.9). We estimate the denominator using Monte Carlo and
take a simple random sample of oligonucleotides by selecting nucleotide base
pairs from a uniform distribution. As discussed in the paper we are assuming
in our likelihood that all oligonucleotide types are present in each round. In
reality some oligonucleotides are ‘lost’ between rounds. We suggest that
sequencing from both the bound and unbound oligonucleotides after each
round may be useful for deciding which oligonucleotides types to include in
the denominator.

4.3. General Comments. Some final short comments concerning our SE-
LEX model are:
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1. Although we have used a simple additive model for ∆G, prelimi-
nary results suggest that the predictive power of our model can be
increased substantially by allowing for basepair dependencies in the
energy model. This is a point of future research.

2. Regarding the junk binding term we found that adding CJ into the
model helps to identify the motifs of some transcription factors but
not for all of them.

3. (Djordjevic 2007) and (Roulet et al. 2002) suggest that using data with
a range of affinities improves inference from SELEX experiments. Hav-
ing the flexibility to use data from as many rounds of the SELEX ex-
periment as we desire provides us with a nice mix of medium to high
affinity sequences from which to make our inference about ∆G.

We conclude by pointing out that the simple thermodynamic and binding
assumptions on which our model is based is a crude approximation to the
complex process which actually occurs. In Section 3, we have shown that our
model provides surprisingly good predictions of genomic regions which are
enriched for a given transcription factor in in vivo ChIP-chip experiments.
This is surprising since in vivo, not only is a given transcription factor com-
peting with others but also a single stretch of genome rather than many
oligonucleotides is the venue of the reactions. These predictions are much
better than ones obtained using PWMs and other methods.

APPENDIX A: IDENTIFIABILITY

There are three types of lack of identifiability in the SELEX model. The
first type has already been discussed in Section 2.2. The other two types are
discussed below.

A.1. Identifiability in the Additive Binding Model. Physically,
we are able to identify the total binding affinity of a binding configuration
but not the contributions of the individual basepairs. To solve this, we choose
to fix the energy of the highest affinity basepair in each position except one
to be zero. Then, the value of the first position’s highest energy basepair
is interpretable as the binding affinity of the ‘consensus sequence’, or the
modeled highest affinity binding site. Some care is needed in ensuring that
this constraint does not interfere with whatever optimization algorithm is
chosen - such concerns are discussed in the code’s comments.

A.2. Identifiability of the Binding Site Names. The third identifi-
ability problem is briefly addressed in Section 1.2. It is present in any binding
model which represents binding sites by their sequences. For any segment
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b of a double stranded DNA sequence there are four possible names. To
ensure that the paramterization is physically meaningful, all of the bind-
ing sites must be represented by the same sequence. For example, Bicoid
has a high affinity for sequences that contain the subsequence TAATCC.
As can be seen in Figure 3 it is possible to align the full sequences by the
subsequences that are closest to TAATCC in the hamming sense. If, for in-
stance, one were to name half of the subsequences by TAATCC and half by
ATTAGG then the likelihood would not optimize properly. This being said,
it is irrelevant which name is chosen, as long as it is consistent. For instance,
the subsequence TAATCC could also be called CCTAAT , ATTAGG or
GGATTA. For the binding model presented in Section 2.3, the likelihood
will be symmetric with four identical modes, each corresponding to a dif-
ferent naming scheme for the strongest binding site. Which of the names
our code chooses is chosen, arbitrarily, to be the one with the consensus
sequence that is first alphabetically.

APPENDIX B: NUMERICAL OPTIMIZATION

There are substantial computational and algorithmic difficulties in fit-
ting the model. Standard optimization techniques are often ineffective be-
cause the likelihood surface is neither convex nor differentiable. In partic-
ular, the lack of continuous derivatives makes gradient descent methods
like Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS) (Nocedal & Wright 2006)
unstable. In addition, the lack of convexity means that line search methods
(Nelder & Mead 1965) tend to become trapped in local maxima. In view of
these considerations, we have had success using downhill simplex methods
(Powell 1964) from a large set of random starting locations. This method
is, empirically, stable; we have provided a software tool see, Supplement A,
which implements this method. The Bicoid motif was discovered with this
tool.

APPENDIX C: DESCRIPTION OF CHIP-CHIP COMPARISON

We chose the np highest scoring regions identified through ChIP-chip. For
each of those regions, the authors of (MacArthur et al. accepted) defined a
“peak”, to be a single point in the genome where the local signal achieves its
maximum. Around each peak, we examined a symmetric interval of fixed size
2ws. Within each of these intervals we evaluated the relative affinity, under
some model (e.g. our fitted SELEX model), of each subsequence of length l

as determined by the model in question. We utilize these scores, after some
additional calculation, to compare various models of binding affinity for the
same factor. Our approach involves setting a threshold-score above which
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we consider a particular genomic subsequence to be a potential binding site,
or “hit”.

Some models, such as ours, attempt to assign physically meaningful scores
to each subsequence, whereas others assign scores based on estimated prob-
abilities or background frequencies. In order obtain a common scale for any
given set of models, we identify each score, for each model, with its frequency
of occurence in the non-coding genome at large. In other words, we simulate
to obtain null distributions. We do this as follows.

For a given model, we sample ns intervals of size 2ws from the non-
coding mappable genome that do not overlap regions identified by ChIP-
chip. Within each of these intervals, we evaluate the score of each subse-
quences, generating ns samples of emprical null distributions of scores. We
now set a threshold on probability, α, e.g. 0.01. For each of the ns samples,
we now have one estimate of the score, sα that corresponds to α. We use
the median of the empirical distribution as our estimate, call it ŝα.

For each scored subsequence around each of the np peaks, we consider a
position to be a hit if its score is greater than ŝα. In this way, we obtain np

binary vectors which record each position at which a hit begins. We align
these intervals at the peaks in the 5’-3’ direction and sum across them. This
generates a vector of counts recording, with respect to the position of peaks,
how many of the np intervals had a hit at each relative position. We smooth
these counts with a 200bp moving average1, and then divide the result by
the expected number of hits under a uniform null, np(1 − st)

−1.
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

Supplement A: Code for SELEX model
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